RSK is the Number 1 blockchain to build DeFi on Bitcoin opportunities
Get to know the RSK Open Finance ecosystem

Integrate Bitcoin DeFi to your wallet with RSK and open up to the original,
largest addressable crypto market - Bitcoin
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Total Value Locked in RSK
Integrate RSK to access one of the fastest growing
DeFi ecosystems

Bitcoin Total Addressable Market
Reach the largest addressable crypto market with RSK

Use the most secure blockchain for
smart contracts in the world

Beneﬁt from RSK´s EVM compatibility

RSK is secured by 40% - 60% of Bitcoin hash
power thanks to merged mining, making it the
most secure of its kind.

Reach a wider user base while reducing dependency
to any particular blockchain by seamlessly deploying
compatible DApps in both Ethereum and RSK.

Increase the number of tx/s

3.3 tx/s

7 tx/s

Lower gas fees for users

10 tx/s

RSK can support 10 transactions per second on
average, vs. 3.3 tx /s in bitcoin and 7 tx/ s
in Ethereum.

Transacting on RSK is on average 40 to 50
times cheaper for users when compared
to the Ethereum network.

DeFi Protocols on RSK

Get to know the RSK Open Finance ecosystem

“When we ﬁrst integrated RSK, we had about 1,000 WAUs using the wallet. Less than 8 months later,
we have 12,000 WAUs. That’s 11x growth in 8 months, an average of nearly 140% growth month over
month, with most users coming from the RSK community."
- Alex Min, Head of Marketing at Liquality -

Leverage on RSK’s resources
Increase your user base and foster adoption
Strategic Marketing

Global following of 500k.
2 million + monthly impressions.
Presence in 8 major languages.

Events

Press coverage

Social media

SEO optimized paid press
placements in leading industry
outlets including Blockgeeks
and CoinSpeaker.

Feature at leading industry events
alongside RSK, including Consensus,
Labitconf, Bitcoin2022.

Investment and support

RSK Ecosystem

Investment

Technical support

Connect with dApps to Oracles
to DeFi marketplaces in
our ecosystem.

Get access to grants, bounties
and marketing fund to nurture
projects that aim to improve
the RSK ecosystem.

Receive premium support from
RSK experts for integration support,
audits and improvements

About RSK
The RSK blockchain enables the execution of smart contracts that use Bitcoin as the native asset, contributing to
Bitcoin’s value as the leading global cryptocurrency and expanding its reach to all potential use cases of DApps.
RSK enhances Bitcoin in the following areas:
Merged mined with Bitcoin.
Turing-complete RSK Virtual Machine (RVM) for smart-contracts, EVM compatible.
First conﬁrmation of transactions in thirty seconds (vs 600 seconds in Bitcoin).
PowPeg that ensures 1 BTC = 1 RBTC.
Protection from Selﬁsh-mining using the DECOR+ protocol.

Get in touch at connect@rsk.co to learn more about RSK

